We report spin amplification using a capacitive beam splitter in n-type GaAs where the spin polarization is monitored via transverse electron focusing measurement. It is shown that partially spin-polarized current injected by the emitter can be precisely controlled and the spin polarization associated with it can be amplified by the beam splitter, such that a considerably high spin polarization of around 50% can be obtained. Additionally, the spin remains coherent as shown by the observation of quantum interference. Our results illustrate that spin polarization amplification can be achieved in materials without strong spin-orbit interaction.
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Introduction.-Controlled manipulation of electron spin has been a major area of research for developing future spin-based logic devices. The realization of such devices requires controllable spin transport to remain coherent over a long distance. The spin transistor fundamentally relies on the manipulation of electron spin rather than the current which drives the device. This can offer advantages in terms of accuracy and speed in comparison to the conventional transistor. First proposed by Datta and Das 1 , a spin transistor utilizes the spin precession [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , which can be induced by magnetic material or spin-orbit interaction (SOI) to control the transmission of a charge carrier with a particular spin orientation. However, it is difficult to extend spin transistor scheme relying on spin precession to materials such as n-type GaAs owing to weak SOI despite advantages such as high electron mobility and long spin relaxation time. Although one can deposit magnetic material on GaAs, there is a problem with interface scattering and the magnetic materials may influence the spin distribution and could result in undesirable decoherence 8 . It is, thus, of broad interest to achieve a non-spin-precession approach without relying on the strong SOI.
In the present work, we demonstrate an approach to spin-polarization amplification which does not rely on the SOI. In this approach, an enhancement in controlled spin polarization in a one-dimensional (1D) channel is achieved by exploiting the transmission probability of two spin branches and quantum interference through a capacitive beam splitter erected between the emitter and collector in the transverse magnetofocusing configuration. With this approach, we can achieve a net spin polarization of ∼50% (with scope of considerable improvement).
Experiment.-The devices studied in the present work were fabricated from a high mobility twodimensional electron gas formed at the interface of GaAs/Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As heterostructure. At 1.5 K, the measured electron density (mobility) was 1.
; therefore, both the mean free
The experiment setup and device characteristic. The periodic focusing peaks are well defined. Odd-numbered focusing peaks show splitting with emitter conductance set to G0, the two subpeaks marked in the plot are referred to as peak I and peak II in the Letter. The inset shows a schematic outline of the experiment setup. The emitter, collector (shining yellow blocks) and beam splitter (brown block) are defined with metallic gates. Lithographically defined separation between the emitter and collector is 1.5 um (along diagonal direction), the width of beam splitter is 200 nm, and the QPC's length (width) is 400 nm (500 nm). The gap between the edge of emitter and collector is smaller (200 nm) than the width of the QPC, so when the emitter and collector are operational, this gap remains pinched off, thus, fully reflecting the incident electrons. The dashed and solid arc represent the orbit for the first and second focusing peaks, respectively.
path and phase coherence length (calculated from the Nyquist equation 9,10 ) were over 10 µm which was much larger than the electron propagation length. The experiments were performed in a cryo-free dilution refrigerator with a lattice temperature of 20 mK using a standard lock-in technique.
Demonstrating spin amplification requires a direct measurement of spin polarization. Here we utilize a magnetofocusing scheme which is a well-established method in monitoring the spin polarization 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . We have used both the conventional linear geometry and an orthogonal geometry which was implemented in our previous work in studying the 1D spin gap 11, 12, 16 . In the present work, , for two sets of incident angles (10 • , 15
• ) in (a) and (10 • , 25
• ) in (b). Positive ∆S means the trajectories of the two spin branches get farther apart, while negative ∆S indicates the trajectories get closer. Inset in (a) shows a schematic for electron trajectories; when the beam splitter is grounded electrons take the red trajectories, the solid trace is spin-up electrons while the dashed trace is for spin-down electrons. When the beam-splitter is activated, electrons take the blue trajectories.
an additional inclined beam splitter was patterned 45
• against both the emitter and collector as shown in inset of Fig. 1 (characteristics of the QPCs and beam splitter are presented in Supplemental Material note 1).
In the presence of a small positive transverse magnetic field B ⊥ electrons are bent from the emitter to collector leading to focusing peaks periodic in B ⊥ with a periodicity
Here is the reduced Planck constant, k F is the Fermi wave vector, e is the elementary charge, L is the separation between the emitter and collector along the diagonal direction and the prefactor √ 2 accounts for the orthogonal device geometry. The SOI introduces a difference in k F for the spin-up and spin-down branches; thus, the odd-numbered focusing peaks show a splitting 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the first and third focusing peaks split into two subpeaks, each representing a spin state, while the second focusing peak remains a single peak 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The amplitude of subpeaks A ↑,↓ is directly proportional to the population of a given spin branch n ↑,↓ 13-15 , which allows us to extract the Figure 1 shows the representative focusing spectrum with both emitter and collector set to G 0 (G 0 = 2e 2 h ). Result and discussion.-We have shown previously that in a magnetofocusing scheme the 1D emitter injects a stream of partially spin-polarized current into the 2D region whose spin polarization is visualized as the asymmetry between the magnitudes of the two subpeaks of the first focusing peak 11, 12, 16 . To achieve spin-polarization amplification we have used a capacitive beam splitter in the setup and measured the modulation of magnitudes of the subpeaks of the first focusing peak as a function of beam splitter voltage. We performed the focusing measurements by sweeping the beam splitter voltage V sp while maintaining the emitter conductance to G 0 (the results for 0.8G 0 and 1.2G 0 can be found in the Supplemental Material note 2).
Starting with positive V sp , it is clear that both the subpeaks of first focusing peak were pronounced with V sp tuned from 0.2 V (top trace) to 0 (bottom trace) as shown in Fig. 2(a) , however, the asymmetry in magnitudes of two subpeaks oscillated against V sp , peak II was stronger than peak I at V sp =0.2 V whereas a reversal was observed at V sp = 0. We noted that the position of both subpeaks remained almost unaffected by the beam splitter [ Fig. 2(b) ].
The focusing spectrum with negative V sp is considerably different from its positive counterpart as shown in Fig. 2(c) . It is seen that the magnitude of both subpeaks attenuated rapidly with V sp swept from 0 (top trace) to -0.2 V (bottom trace) where both subpeaks showed a tendency to smear out (electrons underneath the beam splitter are fully depleted at V sp = -0.3 V). The weakening of both subpeaks is due to the reduction in transmission probability through the beam splitter on making V sp more negative. It is found that peak II gradually weakened first so that a highly asymmetric single peak was observed when V sp ≈ -0.12 V (highlighted by the dotted blue trace). On slightly reducing the beam splitter voltage to -0.13 V, both subpeaks reemerged. The fact that peak-II only disappeared for a narrow window of V sp is an indication of a relatively small energy difference between the two spin branches. Although the magnitude of two subpeaks was significantly affected by the beam splitter, the position of the subpeaks was insensitive to V sp as depicted in Fig. 2(d) .
Origin of robustness of the peak position.-The splitting of odd-numbered focusing peaks is due to the SOI in the 2D region 18 , which has a general form
where σ is the Pauli matrix, p is the momentum, E is the electric field, is the reduced Planck constant, m * is the electron effective mass, and c is the speed of light. The dependence of H so on V sp is two-fold. First, p ∝ n 0 + CV sp (n 0 is the carrier density at zero gate voltage and C is the effective capacitance). The metalization comprising the beam splitter is directly patterned on the cap layer of GaAs; therefore, the 2D electron density is sensitive to V sp , which, in turn, results in an appreciable change in p. Second, E ∝ E 0 + aV sp (E 0 is the builtin electric field due to quantum well asymmetry, while a accounts for screening of the external electric field) 19 . Therefore, it is expected that the focusing peak position should shift as a function of V sp 7 . In the present work, positive V sp should yield a stronger SOI (thus, a larger peak splitting) because it increases both the electron density and E (E 0 is in parallel with external electric field induced by a positive gate voltage in the heterostructure utilized here). On the other hand, negative V sp should result in a smaller SOI (therefore, a smaller peak splitting). However, the experimental results indicate that the position of both the subpeaks almost remains unaffected by V sp . Therefore, another mechanism might be playing a role here to compensate for the effect introduced by SOI.
One possible mechanism which may compensate for the peak shifting due to the varying SOI is the refraction of electrons as they enter the beam splitter 20 . The refraction follows Snell's law [20] [21] [22] . The calculated result suggests that the two spin branches get closer (∆S < 0) with positive V sp , while they are farther apart (∆S>0) with negative V sp as exemplified in Fig. 3 . This trend is the opposite of the effect caused by SOI which results a change in spatial separation -10 nm < ∆S < 10 nm (positive sign in the separation change ∆S is for positive V sp corresponding to higher concentration and larger SOI); therefore, these two effects seem to cancel out each other. It is necessary to mention that we cannot extract the change in SOI directly as the peak position almost remains unchanged 7 , so we adapt the value from a similar GaAs heterostructure 23 . Mechanisms for spin polarization amplification.-The spin polarization can be extracted from the asymmetry of two subpeaks 11, 12, 24 as P = |
A1−A2
A1+A2 |, where A 1 and A 2 are the intensity of peak I and peak II, respectively and the result is shown in Fig. 4(a) . It is clear that an overshoot in spin polarization is present in the regime −0.10 V < V sp < −0.13 V for all three emitter conductances, whereas a quasiperiodic oscillation is observed outside the regime (the oscillation is more pronounced in the ratio A1 A2 instead of P , as shown in Supplemental Material  Fig. 7 ) . With this approach, a net spin polarization of around 50% can be achieved [see the central panel of Fig. 4(a) ].
The overshoot can be understood via a model which simplifies the problem as tunneling through a 1D barrier. The rising potential barrier will block the spin-down electrons first (assuming they have lower energy) and leave the transmission probability T of spin-up electrons almost unaffected until the barrier exceeds the energy of spin-up electrons (see Supplemental Material note 3). The calculated T for spin-down and spin-up electrons is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4(b) , and the difference in T results in spin-polarization
(with emitter set to G 0 ; lower panel) where the overshoot is reproduced. The highest spin polarization is achieved when T for spin-up electrons starts reducing, corresponding to the blue dashed traces in Fig. 2(c) . It is seen that despite the model being fairly simple, it accurately reproduces the highest achievable spin polarization of 42%, while the experimentally observed polarization is 48%. However, it is important to emphasise that 48% is not the upper limit of achievable spin polarization, as increasing the width of the beam splitter can significantly enhance the spin polarization; for instance, a spin polarization of ∼80% can be achieved when the width approaches 400 nm [see Supplemental Material Fig.6(a) ]. The narrowness of the overshoot is a result of weak SOI for GaAs electron gas [see Supplemental Material Fig.6(b) ].
The potential barrier model predicts a nonoscillating spin polarization instead of the oscillatory one shown in Fig. 4(a) . The oscillation at the negative V sp is enveloped by a change in the transmission probability and is relatively difficult to resolve; therefore, we analyze the positive V sp data to uncover the origin of the oscillation. There are two possible mechanisms which we consider, spin precession 1, 6, 7 and quantum interference between electrons propagating underneath the beam splitter and those pass around without entering the gated region 25 . To trigger a spin precession with the observed large Larmor frequency, the estimated change rate of SOI with respect to V sp is of the order of 10 −11 eVm/V, which is 2 orders larger than reported elsewhere 23 ; therefore, we suggest that spin precession is unlikely to be the reason behind the observed oscillation. In the quantum interference scenario, electrons passing through the beam splitter acquire an extra phase owing to the change in k F (determined by V sp ) compared to electrons circumventing without entering the gated region. The oscillatory The difference in these values may be due to electrons following an arc trajectory instead of a straight line due to the cyclotron motion; thus, the effective width of the splitter experienced by the electrons is the length of the arc which is larger than 200 nm.
It was noted that the oscillation in spin polarization with the emitter conductance set to 1.2G 0 was faster than that of 0.8G 0 . Even though the periodicity of the individual spin branches is determined by the beam splitter voltage only, the initial phase difference ∆θ 0 between spin-up and spin-down branches can affect the periodicity of spin polarization as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Theoretical work suggests 26, 27 that the two spin branches may fluctuate in opposite directions when propagating through the 1D channel, resulting in a phase change ∆θ 0 as they exit the 1D channel. It is important to emphasize that ∆θ 0 is determined by the emitter 1D channel only while the beam splitter does not affect ∆θ 0 . The spin fluctuation (and so ∆θ 0 ) depends on the traversal time through the 1D channel 27 which is determined by the conductance accounting for why periodicity for 1.2G 0 differs from 0.8G 0 .
Conclusion.-In conclusion, we demonstrate a nonspin-precession-based spin amplification in n-type GaAs utilizing a beam splitter patterned between the emitter and collector in a magnetofocusing configuration. The emitter injects two spin branches spatially separated into the 2D region, and the spin polarization can be accurately controlled and amplified by a capacitive beam splitter. Such a system where the spin can be precisely controlled and amplified in addition to having a long spin-relaxation time is of interest for future technological schemes involving spin modulation.
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